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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2015166085A2] The invention relates to a circular comb (2) which is intended for use in a combing machine for combing textile fibres,
and which is to be secured to a combing machine shaft (5) that can rotate about a rotational axis (4). It comprises a circular comb main part (6)
that has an outer circumferential side (7) and an inner circumferential side (8), and a plurality of combing bars (9) which are arranged on said outer
circumferential side (7) of the circular comb main part (6) and the totality of which covers a combing circumferential angle segment and defines a
combing region on said circular comb (2). On the outer circumferential side (7) of the circular comb main part (6), at least two outer contact strips per
combing bar (9) are provided which extend axially in the direction of the rotational axis (4), are tangentially spaced apart from one another relative
to said rotational axis (4), and form combing bar contact surfaces on which each of the combing bars (9) lies. On the inner circumferential side (8)
of the circular comb main part (6), inner contact strips are provided which extend axially in the direction of the rotational axis (4), protrude radially
inwards relative to the rotational axis (4), are tangentially spaced apart from one another relative to said rotational axis (4) and form, at least within
the combing region, the individual shaft assembly contact surfaces of said circular comb main part (6) for the purpose of direct or indirect installation
on, or connection to, said shaft (5). At least some of the outer contact strips are associated with one of said inner contact strips respectively such that
together these form a strip pair, the outer and inner contact strips of each of said strip pairs at least partially overlapping in their tangential extension,
and there being at least two strip pairs provided per combing bar (9).
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